The stationary volumetric elastic modulus (a.) of the leaf cells of three seagrasses (Halophila ovalis (R.Br.) Hook, Zostera capricorni Aschers, and
megapascals for Z. capricorni, and 51 megapascals for P. austrais.
There is a hysteresis in thickness changes versus changes in Hl. which indicates a hysteresis in the relationship between volume and turgor pressure. The hysteresis results in a. being different for swelling and for shrinking cells over the same range of El. and this may be important in other aspects of plant-water relations.
A new design of an apparatus employing a linear displacement transducer for measuring very small changes in tissue thickness is described. The new design has the advantages of virtually frictionless movement and a precision of 0.05 micrometer.
When a plant cell is subjected to a change in water potential (A'2), water will flow across the cell membranes, and the cels will swell or shrink until a new equilibrium is achieved. The extent to which a cell changes in volume is determined by the cell water capacity (C) (9) which is dependent on the cell wall elasticity, intracellular osmotic pressure (Hi), and cell volume (v), i.e. C = A V/A* = V/(E + II). For cells with rigid cell walls, the volumetric elastic modulus (e) is the dominating factor in cell water capacity (9) . Knowing the value of e allows us to predict the response of a plant cell to a particular change in water potential.
For a particular plant cell e is rarely a constant; it is usually found to increase with increasing turgor pressure (P) (4, 14, 16, 22) and it can be volume-dependent (16, 22) .
The value of e may also depend on whether the cell is swelling or shrinking. Kamiya et al. (17) showed that when pressure in a cell wall tube of Nitellaflexilis was increased in steps and then decreased with the same steps, the volume changes of the wall 2Abbreviations: *, water potential; C, water capacity of the cell; HI, osmotic pressure of the cell; HI-, osmotic pressure of the external solution;
,, instantaneous volumetric elastic modulus; Ea, stationary volumetric elastic modulus; P, cell turgor pressure; V, cell volume; D, cell diameter, I, tissue thickness; E.S., extracellular space; S.W., seawater.
tube were not the same for increasing and decreasing pressure. The volume of the wall tube returned close to the original value after completion of the cycle indicating that no irreversible plastic deformation had occurred. These results show a hysteresis in V as a function of P for N. flexilis. Despite the common occurrence of hysteresis in stress/strain relationships for cell wall segments (5, 15, 18, 19) , until this communication only Kamiya et aL (17) have shown a hysteresis in volume versus turgor pressure. The values of e found for plants range over 3 orders of magnitude (25) . For the giant-celled algae maximum values of e range from 0.06 MPa for Halicystis parvula (13) to 70 MPa for Chara corrallina (10) . Maximum values of e so far found for higher plants are generally lower than those for the algae and range from 0.19 MPA for A Ilium cepa bulb epidermis cells (11) to 30 MPa for Pernettya macronata (9) .
For the giant-celled algae the pressure probe method has generally been used (25) . This method measures the apparently instantaneous change in turgor pressure after the cell volume is changed. The calculated e (e = APV/A V) is a measure of the instantaneous elastic response. This value of e has been referred to as the instantaneous e (ai) (24) . When cell volume is measured as a function of cell water potential to estimate e (eg. the Scholander Bomb method [4] or the linear displacement transducer method [14] ), cell water pntential equilibrium has to be obtained before the measurement of volume is taken. This results in the cell wall being under a different stress and strain for longer periods than for the case of ai measurements. Measurements of e using these methods have been referred to as stationary e values (ae) (24) . All available evidence indicates that E. is considerably less than ai (17, 24) and this can be explained in terms ofthe viscoelastic properties of cell walls. It should be clearly stated which elastic modulus is being discussed as has been pointed out by Zimmermann and Husken (24) . This paper presents values of e. and Ili for the leaf cells of three seagrasses; Halophila ovalis, Zostera capricorni, and Posidonia australis. The sum of ea and II, (ae + Ili), was estimated using a linear displacement transducer to measure the change in equilibrium thickness of the tissue after the external osmotic pressure (HIl) was changed (14) . The stationary volumetric elastic modulus was then calculated using separate estimates of HIL.
Since e primarily determines the extent of a cell volume change for a particular water potential change, it has been suggested that the magnitude of e may affect the tolerance of a plant cell to water potential changes (8, 23, 25) . The stationary volumetric elastic modulus is more important in this respect than Ea since ea determines the final equilibrium change in V after a water potential change. The three seagrasses studied here differ in their apparent tolerance to water potential changes, making it possible to examine whether the magnitude of e, is correlated with the ability to tolerate water potential changes. Z. capricorni and H. ovalis are able to grow in full seawater and in brackish water lakes where the water potential changes can be large. P. australis, however, does not grow in the brackish water lakes and may be less tolerant of large water potential changes. The work reported here shows that the magnitude of es reflects the difference in environmental preference. The volumetric elastic modulus (Ei or es?) is also important in the kinetics of swelling and shrinking of plant cells (21) . This aspect will be examined in the next paper of this series. Immediately before an experiment, a 2-cm segment of a P. australis or Z. capricorni leaf was excised from the region just above the ligule. A segment of this length was chosen to avoid the infiltration of water through the air spaces from the cut ends to the center of the segment, beneath the transducer core extension.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
For experiments with H. ovalis, the core extension of the transducer was placed in the region between air canals where the leaf was only two cells thick.
Leaf Intracellular Osmotic Pressure and Water Potential. Intracellular osmotic pressure and water potential (*i) were measured with tissue equivalent to that used for the displacement transducer measurements. To measure intracellular osmotic pressure, a disc of tissue that had been blotted in a standard way was frozen and thawed once to fracture the cell membranes. After thawing, the disc was placed in a Wescor 5100 B vapor pressure osmometer and the osmolality was measured after vapor pressure equilibrium was achieved.
The above method (method I) assumes that a matric potential arising, for example, from surface tension in the cell wall capillaries, is equivalent to the matric potential of the standard paper disc, saturated with standard solution, used to calibrate the osmometer.
To check this assumption, a second method (method II) was used to measure IIi, in which the leaf was extracted and the osmolality ofthe extract solution was measured using the standard paper disc with the osmometer.
The diluting effect of the E.S. solution was corrected for using equations similar to that given by Bisson and Gutknecht (equations 2 and 3 in ref. 3 ).
The volume of solution in the E.S. was estimated using 36C1 as a tracer and performing wash-out experiments (7) . The content of 'Cl in the most rapidly exchanging compartment was assumed to be that in the E.S. solution. The E.S. solution volume was then calculated assuming that the Cl concentration was the same as that in S.W.
Leaf tissue water potential was measured using the vapor pressure osmometer in the following manner. The tissue was blotted and a disc of intact tissue was allowed to come to vapor pressure equilibrium in the chamber before a measurement was taken.
The external osmotic pressure at which incipient plasmolysis occurs (HI"P) was also measured. This was done to check that the I-I changes used for (E8 + fli) measurements do not go above foP since the measurement of (E,, + II) is invalid for zero turgor pressure. A single leaf (H. ovalis) or leaf segment was cut into pieces which were then placed into a series of S.W. plus NaCl solutions. After 3 h treatment, the small segments were observed with a microscope and 20 to 30 cells per segment were checked for plasmolysis. ILP was taken as the IH, at which 50% observed cells showed plasmolysis and was found graphically. Water potential and osmotic pressure were calculated from osmolality measurements using Morse's modification of the van't Hoff relation, i.e. II = R T C, where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and C equals mosmol/l of water measured by the osmometer.
Linear Displacement Transducer Measurements. The measurement of the leaf tissue thickness and change in thickness, was carried out using linear displacement transducers (either an Ametek 010-DC-15L-2 or an R.D.P. Electronics D5/25 AC connected to an R.D.P. conditioning and amplifying unit). The Ametek transducer had a precision of 0.1 ,um (11) . Using the R.D.P. transducer, a displacement of 0.05 ,um was measured accurately.
A diagram of the main features of the R.D.P. transducer apparatus is shown in Figure 1 . The R.D.P. transducer has a large bore-to-core clearance, and since the center of gravity of the core, core extension, and balance arm is below the point where the core extension rested on the tissue, the core can be balanced so that it does not make contact with the body of the transducer. This results in the advantage over the Ametek transducer of virtually frictionless movement of the core. The weight shown in Figure I was added for measurements of the time constant for water potential equilibration (see next paper in this series). The transducer was mounted to the body tube of a microscope. The whole apparatus stood on a slab which was cushioned to prevent shocks.
Due to the high sensitivity of the apparatus, temperature variations in the environment were important. Series I experiments were carried out in air-conditioned laboratories which usually resulted in insignificant variations in displacements. An improved temperature control was later introduced for series II experiments as follows: S.W. solutions were recirculated through the chamber (8 in Fig. 1 ) via a thermostatically controlled water bath using peristaltic pumps which changed the chamber solution once every 9 s. This resulted in less than 0.2°C fluctuations in chamber temperature. In addition, another displacement transducer was mounted as in Figure 1 , but with no tissue under the core extension. The outputs of the two matched transducers were then subtracted to give a final output which compensates for any thermal expansion or contraction in the apparatus.
For most experiments, a leaf or leaf segment was mounted beneath the core extension so that the plane of the lamina was parallel to the base of the chamber and perpendicular to the core extension.
An experiment consisted of measuring the thickness change of the tissue after equilibrium when the osmotic pressure of the bathing solution was changed by either the addition of NaCl in 50 mM steps or by diluting S.W. by 10% at a time. The changes in bathing solution for most experiments were in either of the two following orders: 1) Hyperosmotic experiments; S.W., S.W. + 50 mm NaCl, S.W. + 100 mm NaCl, S.W. + 150 mm NaCl, S.W. + Cross-section of the R.D.P. linear displacement transducer apparatus. I, transducer body; 2, transducer core; 3, transducer core extension; 4, balance arm; 5, detachable bar to support weight (6); 7, microscope stage to which perspex chamber (8) was mounted; 9, piece of tissue bathed in solution with transducer core extension resting on it; 10, microscope body tube to which the transducer body was mounted.
200 mm NaCi. 2) Hypoosmotic experiments; S.W., 90%7o S.W., 80% S.W., 70% S.W., 50% S.W. Experiments with this order of solution changes will be referred to as series I experiments.
To check for possible hysteresis effects series II experiments were performed where the order of the solution changes were as follows: S.W., S.W. + 25 mm NaCl, S.W. + 50 mm NaCl, S.W. + 75 mM NaCl, S.W. + 100 mM NaCl, S.W. + 150 mm NaCl, S.W. + 100 mm NaCl, S.W. + 75 mm NaCl, S.W. + 50 mm NaCl, S.W. + 25 mm NaCl, S.W., 90% S.W., 80%o S.W., 70% S.W., 50O S.W., 70%o S.W., 80o S.W., 90%1o S.W., S.W. Some changes in solution were omitted occasionally depending on the size of the change in tissue thickness for a given ArI0 which varied between species. A complete series II experiment will be referred to as a "cycle" consisting of a hyperosmotic half-cycle and a hypoosmotic half-cycle.
The exact changes in osmotic pressure in series I and II were measured with the osmometer.
Evaporation from the bathing solution during the course of an experiment was checked using the osmometer and found to be negligible.
Theoretical Treatment of Displacement Transducer Measurements. A theoretical treatment has previously been given (14) .
It can be shown that the change in volume (A V) of a plant cell caused by an external osmotic pressure change is dependent on (e,s + HIi) in the following manner; -aAH,, = (e,s + HIi) AVIV (1) where a is the reflection coefficient of the plant cell membrane for the solute used to implement the change in external osmotic pressure (Arll). It is assumed here that the intracellular solutes have a = 1, and that the cell swells and shrinks as a perfect osmometer without a nonosmotic volume.
If the change in cell volume is small and isotropic then: AV/V= 3 AD/D (2) where AD and D are the diameter change and initial diameter, respectively, of a cell. For isotropicity AD/D is equal in all directions. A displacement transducer is used to measure the change in thickness (AT) and the initial thickness (7) of a piece of tissue. Provided that the cells in the tissue are not too different in their individual AD/D values, then AT/Twill be a good estimate of AD/D for each cell.
By changing HI. using an impermeant solute (a = 1) and measuring A T/Tat equilibrium, (es + -Ii) can be calculated using the following relation from equations 1 and 2;
-AHo,T/3AT = (E. + Hi) (3) This method of obtaining (es + HIi) will give a good approximation provided the following points are true:
A V Is Small for Each Step Change in [I,. Since E, and HI, are functions of V, A V for each step in I-should be as small as possible to allow an accurate estimate of (Es + HIi). The lower limit of A V was determined by the precision limits of the transducer.
HIi Does not Change during Course of Experiment due to Accumulation or Loss of Solutes. Accumulation or loss of solutes may have been initiated by a H. change if the membrane permeability of the major solutes was high or if turgor regulation occurred. As has been argued earlier (14) , the known solute fluxes for plant cells would be too small to alter Hi and AP during the course of an experiment. If large fluxes did occur so that Hi changed significantly, then the accompanying volume flow would be detected by the displacement transducer.
Volume Change Is Isotropic. This was checked by measuring AT/T due to a rIH change in three mutually perpendicular directions through the tissue. To measure AT/Tin two of these directions, longitudinal or transverse sections of the leaf were taken and the core extension was rested on the cut surface of the section.
This could not be done with H. ovalis since, due to the small thickness of the leaf (100 ,gm), a section could not maintain the core weight of the transducer and remain stable. There Is no Plastic Deformation in Cell Wall. This error may be difficult to assess if hysteresis occurs in AT/T versus H0. If no hysteresis occurs then a purely elastic change in thickness should be fully reversible. If hysteresis occurs, then for a given AHr, T may appear not to be fully reversible. However, if the stress or turgor pressure reaches zero at some point in a hysteresis loop, then the loop should be closed if no plastic deformation is occurring (17, 18).
There Is no Significant Noncellular Contribution to Tor AT. The total thickness of cell wall in a piece of tissue would have contributed to T. The cell wall thickness for the three species was measured using a microscope and was found to be less than 3% T. This would have resulted in less than a 3% overestimation in (e, + HIi). The cell wall also may have changed thickness due to a H,, change. Ferrier and Dainty ( 12) have estimated the water capacity of the cell wall to be about 4% of the cell water capacity. Since the contribution of the cell walls to T was only 3%, then the effect of a change in cell wall thickness on AT would have been small. The air canals in Z. capricorni and P. australis may contribute to T and AT. However, in these experiments continuous columns of cells supported the transducer core extension in the three perpendicular direqdons, so that the sum of all the cell diameters in a column of cells equalled T and the diameters of the air canals did not contribute to T. A portion of AT may have resulted from the air canals changing in diameter due to changes in internal gas pressure. However the air canals were open at each end of a tissue segment, so this source of error was considered to be insignificant.
All Cells in Tissue Beneath Transducer Have Similar Hi, es, and V. This was assumed to be correct for H. ovalis, inasmuch as, where the core extension was placed on the lamina, only one cell type was evident from microscopic examination. However, it is possible that cell diameter differed slightly between individual cells resulting in V not being strictly constant. If Es was volumedependent then the measured value would be a volume-averaged value.
For P. australis and Z. capricorni there were two predominant cell types; the aerenchyma and epidermal cells. These cells differed in size and appearance and may well have had different water relations parameters. For P. australis, the epidermal cells occupied approximately 20% T, the aerenchyma occupied the remaining 80% (this was only true for the direction perpendicular to the surface plane of the leaf). Since the epidermal cells were small with thick cell walls then if (e, + Hli) was 10-fold larger in the epidermal cells than in the aerenchyma cells, then the value calculated for the aerenchyma cells assuming uniform (e8 + IHi) would be overestimated by only 20%1o. This overestimation would have been smaller for Z. capricorni since the epidermal cells occupied about 10%o T. The (es + H1i) values for P. australis and Z. capricorni wiRl be taken as bulk values.
RESULTS
Intracellular Osmotic Pressure and Water Potential. Table I gives values of ,Ii measured using methods 1 and 2 and the water potential at which Hi was measured, for each species. There is no significant difference between methods I and 2 in the estimates of HIi for each of the species (Mann-Whitney test P > 0.025). Therefore, the possibility of a matric potential causing an error in the estimate of HI, using method 1 was rejected.
The measured leaf tissue water potential for each of the three species is much lower than the water potential of S.W. (-3.55 MPa < -2.45 MPa). Growth may result in cells having a lower water potential than the source solution (20) . However, the leaves or leaf segments used in this study had ceased growing. Even rapid growth could not have resulted in the 1.0 MPa difference (4) 3.89 ± 0.08 (5) 4.04 ± 0.09 (5) -3.55 ± 0.04 (5) P. australis 0.071 ± 0.002 (4) 3.50 ± 0.02 (5) 3.53 ± 0.04 (5) -3.51 ± 0.03 (5) observed. A more acceptable explanation is that the leaf tissue lost water by evaporation during the time it took to blot and cut the tissue (about 30 s). Unlike higher land plants, seagrasses do not possess a thick waxy cuticle which will limit water loss, and since (,E. + Hi) is large, only a small amount of water would need to be lost for *i to change considerably.
Plasmolysis could be observed only on H. ovalis. With Z. capricorni and P. australis no dissociation of the cell membrane from the cell wall could be observed, although disruption of the cell contents could be seen at H. above 4.0 MPa. For H. ovalis the mean H P of five experiments was 3.4 ± 0.1 MPa (SE). This value is not significantly different from the water potential at which zero turgor pressure is reached (-3.5 MPa, Table I ). This result also indicates that the highest external osmotic pressure used in the displacement transducer experiments (-Io = 3.4 MPa) does not exceed HoP.
Preliminary experiments showed that, after excision of a leaf or leaf segment, IIi did not change significantly over the time period of an experiment for tissue bathed in S.W. Therefore, the meas- australis revealed no significant difference in AT!T between each of the directions for the two species (Kruskal Wallis test P > 0.05). Therefore, the assumption that the volume change is isotropic is probably valid. australis (not shown) are 2 to 3 times greater than for H. ovalis and Z. capricorni and the values range from 7 MPa to 55 MPa.
Since IL is small relative to (,8 + Hi) for each species over most of the HIo range, the increase in (Es + HIi) as IL decreases is due to changes in E,, probably in response to increasing P. At high -Io, however, (es + Hi) for Z. capricorni and H. ovalis tends to increase with increasing Io. This is due to HIi increasing, due to cell shrinkage, as HIo increased, since IIi is the dominating term in (48 + HIi) when (,8 + Hi) is relatively small. This is not observed for P. australis since (,8 + Hi) is always larger than Hi. Figure 2 shows that for H. ovalis there is a reversal in slope of (E8 + Hi) versus H0 at the osmotic pressure of S.W. (Hs.w.). This is also observed for P. australis. The difference between the two (E,, + HIi) values at IIo above and below IHs.w. in Fig. 2 is significant (Mann-Whitney test P < 0.025). At first, it was thought that the reversal in slope may be due to the reflection coefficient for NaCl (aNaCl) being less than one for hyperosmotic experiments. From equations I and 2, it can be seen that if aNmac is less than one for hyperosmotic AIIo then (es + Hli) will be overestimated if UNacI is assumed to equal one. The reflection coefficient for NaCl was estimated using the displacement transducer. Assuming that a..c, equals 1, if a sucrose solution bathing the tissue is replaced by a NaCl solution of equal osmotic pressure, then the tissue thickness should not change if oNaCl equals 1. The bathing solution was changed from S.W. + sucrose (1,208 mosmol/kg) to S.W. + NaCl (1,211 mosmol/kg). For H. ovalis, the leaf thickness showed a minor transient change after which it returned to the initial value. This experiment was repeated several times yielding the same results in each case indicating that aNac1 is very close to 1.
Another possible explanation for the reversal in slope of (e, + HI,) versus HI0 for series I experiments is that the sign of the cell volume change (i.e. swelling or shrinking) influences the magnitude of (,8 + HI). iTo (MPa) thickness is plotted against IHI. Arrows are placed on the figures to indicate the direction of thickness change. The trace ofthickness versus fit does not return via the same pathway for a reversal in IL,, hence, a hysteresis is present in the relationship. This results in (e, + HI) differing between swelling and shrinking tissue over the same H,. Figure 4 (A, B, C) shows (E8 + HIi) versus fII from series II experiments shown in Figure 3 . A trace of (E8 + Hi) versu fit corresponding to that for series I experiments is obtained if only negative AT is used to calculate (e, + -i) for HI-I above fIs.w., and only positive AT is used for It. below Ils.w.. The (E. + HI) values corresponding to series I experiments are shown by the solid squares in Figure 4A for H. ovalis. It can be seen that the apparent reversal in slope observed for series I experiments is due to (E. + Ili) for positive AT being less than (E8 + Hi) for negative AT over most of the fit range. A characteristic of the hysteresis loop for each species is that a hyperosmotic half-cycle always results in the tissue thickness being reduced when I-I is returned to IIs.w., whereas, on completion of a hypoosmotic half-cycle, the tissue thickness is always increased. The (e + HI) values reflect this behavior because, for the highest IL in any loop, a negative AT will always give a lower (E8 + HI) value than will a positive AT. The reverse situation occurs for the lowest IL in a loop. The net effect is that the decrease in thickness caused by the hyperosmotic half-cycle tends to be balanced by the increase in thickness in the hypoosmotic half-cycle. It is not expected that the balancing should be perfect however, since there is no reason why a reduction in IL to exactly 1.2 MPa in the hypoosmotic half-cycle should necessarily balance the reduction in thickness caused by an increase in lIo in the hyperosmotic halfcycle. The final thickness on completion of a cycle can be either greater or less than the initial thickness. This is shown in Figure  3 (A, B, C) where experiments a and b are the two most extreme cases observed. The same behavior is observed for small changes in IlL from IHs.w. and when a hypoosmotic half-cycle precedes a hyperosmotic half-cycle which is the reverse of other experiments. This is shown for H. ovalis in Figure 5 where Hlo changed by 0.24 If a second and third cycle is instigated, the loop tends to become closed. This is shown for H. ovalis in Figure 6 and for P. australis in Figure 7 . The HI, changes were only to the maximum and minimum values of previous experiments so that the experiments could be completed within 12 h. Figure 6 is a case where the tissue thickness increased at the end of the first cycle before a closed loop was formed whereas Figure 7 is the opposite case where the tissue thickness decreased before forming a closed loop.
At least three series II experiments were performed for each species and similar hysteresis characteristics were observed in each case; however, a large variability existed between experiments in the amount that T changed for a given IL. This is shown by cases a and b in Figure 3 (A, B, C) and is reflected by the corresponding (es + Hi) values shown in Figure 4 (A, B, C) .
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the difficulty in obtaining an accurate measure of IIi, at normal turgor, for aquatic plants with small cells which do not possess a water-tight cuticle. It is necessary to know the value of (es + Hli) from zero turgor to normal turgor so that a correction can be made for 6vaporation during blotting and Figure 3A 100%o. This source of error in estimating Ili and P should also be considered in work on the macro algae. For some plant cells, it has been found that Ei is strongly dependent on cell volume (25) . In contrast with the pressure probe method, a volume-dependent ei or es could not be observed with the linear displacement transducer unless all the cells beneath the core extension had the same volume for a particular piece of tissue and pieces of tissue only differed by having cells of a different volume. When the number of cells is always the same across the thickness of a leaf, it may be possible to observe a correlation between leaf thickness and E. giving an indication of a volumedependent E,. This could be done with H. ovalis in the present study; however, the data were too variable to observe a correlation between (es. + HIi) and leaf thickness.
Assuming that iE equals e. (=E) and e is volume-independent, a difference could exist between e measured by the pressure probe for a single cell embedded in tissue and e measured by the linear displacement transducer method. For the pressure probe method, only one cell changes in volume (that being measured), whereas for the linear displacement transducer method, all cells in the tissue change volume. Because of the possible additional restriction on volume changes of a cell caused by changes in volume of neighboring cells, it could be expected that the displacement transducer values of e would be greater than those with the pressure probe. For cells embedded in a tissue it is apparent that an ambiguity could exist in the definition of E since e could depend on whether only the measured cell or all cells in the tissue undergo a pressure change. Both measurements of e have physical meaning but are relevant to different aspects of water relations of tissues. A first approximation of the stationary volumetric elastic modulus can be calculated as the difference between estimates of (es + Hi) and Hli, after correcting the measured -Ii for cell volume changes. The maximum values of es for series I experiments are; 22 MPa for H. ovalis, 17 MPa for Z. capricorni, and 51 MPa for P. australis. The values are in the upper range of those observed for higher plants, with P. australis extending the maximum value of E8 reported for higher plants, from 30 MPa (9) to approximately 50 MPa.
The large value of es for P. australis could be correlated with this species' exclusion from brackish water lakes. Large drops in IIH occur in these lakes so that for a species with a large es intolerably large turgor pressures may develop.
The increase in es with increasing P implied from the relationship of (es + Hi) with IHI, supports the view that the elastic coefficients of the cell wall are functions of tension in the wall (15, 22) , so that the wall exhibits nonlinear elasticity. Dependency of E, on P has also been found for Charophytes (10, 17) , although E8 is less dependent of P than Ej. For higher plant tissue cells a bulk E8 has been found to be P-dependent (e.g. 4), however, this may be due to individual cells having different values of Ii (4). This explanation probably cannot be applied to the present study since in contrast to the pressure bomb method the displacement transducer method cannot measure the volume of plasmolyzed cells. This will be considered in more detail in a future report.
This paper also demonstrates that hysteresis can occur in the relationship between cell volume and turgor pressure resulting in E, being dependent on whether the cell is sweling or shrinking. It is not surprising that this should occur since it has been shown that cell wall segments exhibit nonlinear elasticity and hysteresis in the relationship between stress and strain (5, 15, 18, 19) . Kamiya et al. (17) have shown that hysteresis in stress versus strain for the longitudinal direction of a Nitella cell wall tube is reflected by similar behavior in cell volume versus turgor pressure. From their data, it can be seen that both Ei and E. dependent on whether the cell is swelling or shrinking.
Hysteresis in stress versus strain for a nonlinear elastic material indicates that the energy needed to stretch the material is not completely recovered as mechanical energy when the material is allowed to relax. Some energy is lost through friction resulting in the production of heat (2) . The work recovered from an elastic recoil expressed as a percentage of the work put in, has been defined as "resilience" (1) . The resilience of a material can depend on the rate of straining of the material (19). In the present study, the time to complete a cycle varied between experiments since the time for equilibrium at each change in H, differed for different pieces of tissue. Therefore, the straining rate was different for each experiment and this could account for some of the variability that was observed.
Hysteresis in the volume/turgor pressure relationship could result from cell-mediated biochemical changes to the cell wall structure as a result of previus straining history. This possibility was not tested in this study but would appear unlikely in the light of evidence for hysteresis in the stress/strain relationships for isolated cell walls (5, 15, 18, 19) and the similarity of this hysteresis to that observed for polymers (2) .
When the relationship between turgor pressure and volume AA , I exhibits a hysteresis, it may be difficult to assess the extent to which irreversible plastic deformation is occurring. On completion of a hypoosmotic half-cycle where turgor pressure has increased above normal and then decreased, some of the resulting increase in volume may be due to plastic deformation. A plastic deformation would result in (,E + Hi) being underestimated. To determine the extent of a plastic deformation in a hysteresis loop it would be required that turgor pressure is reduced to zero in a cycle. If, on completion of a cycle, the cell volume does not return to the initial cell volume at zero turgor pressure, then a plastic deformation has occurred. This argument was used by Kamiya et al. (17) for Nitella cell wall tubes and a similar argument was used for stress/strain relationships in cell wall segments where stress is reduced to zero on completion of a cycle so that plastic deformation can be measured (18). In the present study, it is difficult to estimate the extent of plastic deformations because turgor pressure was not reduced to zero in a cycle. However, the formation of a closed loop would suggest that no plastic deformation has occurred. Figure 6 shows that repeating the cycle formed a closed loop such that the leaf thickness did not increase further at the end of the second cycle. The second cycle could form a closed loop if strain hardening had resulted from a plastic deformation in the first cycle (e.g. Ref. 18, Fig. 4 ). However, this explanation is difficult to apply to the case in Figure 7 where successive cycles resulted in the leaf thickness decreasing until a closed loop was formed. It is unlikely that plastic deformations caused by high turgor pressure could result in the leaf thickness decreasing. Alternatively, if a stress/strain cycle is begun at a particular stress intermediate between the two extreme stresses in the cycle, a closed loop will only occur after the cycle has been repeated. This is due to the hysteresis loop stabilizing with the two extreme stresses in the cycle and results in the energy dissipated per cycle being constant for repeated cycles, provided other parameters are constant. In the present study, the initial stress was the cell turgor pressure at HIs.w.
which was intermediate between the two extreme turgor pressures generated by the hyperosmotic and hypoosmotic half-cycles. The hysteresis in volume versus turgor pressure may be important for the maintenance of a constant turgor pressure. After turgor regulation for both hypoosmotic and hyperosmotic changes in H0, the difference between IIi and IIH (li -[-I. = P) has to equal the initial difference so that turgor pressure is maintained constant. Due to the hysteresis in cell volume versus turgor pressure, some of the changes in IL after regulation may be due to an overall cell volume change similar to that observed after the completion of a hyperosmotic or hypoosmotic half-cycle. The sign of the overall volume change would be such that turgor regulation is aided passively, since less solutes are needed to be accumulated or excreted than would otherwise occur if there were no hysteresis. The extent to which this is important would depend on the magnitude of (,8 + ei), the size of the initial HO change and the amount of hysteresis. H. ovalis showed a significant change in volume after completion of a hyperosmotic half-cycle. The change in volume was such that rIi would have increased from the initial IIi by 0.2 MPa which is significant when compared to a calculated turgor pressure of0.3 MPa. Bisson and Gutknecht (3) show results for Codium decorticatum which suggests a similar hysteresis exists in volume versus turgor pressure for this species (Ref. 3, Fig. 2 ). They show that after turgor regulation in response to an increase in IHI the overall volume had decreased by 4 to 5% from that of the control, whereas after turgor regulation in response to a reduction in HI0 the cell volume had increased by 2 to 3%. For the hyperosmotic case where rI, was increased from 2.19 to 2.72 MPa, the overall contribution of the volume change to turgor regulation was 25% of the total change in H,I. Therefore, the hysteresis characteristics of the volumetric elastic responses of plant cells should be seriously considered in discussions on turgor regulation. Hysteresis in volume versus turgor pressure for stomata would also be important since the pressure/volume relationship of the guard cells determines stomatal aperture. It may be possible for guard cells to have different volumes at different points in time for the same turgor pressure, depending on the previous history of swelling and shrinking.
Comparisons of e between plant species should be avoided when this involves comparisons of Ei with es, since Ei is larger than E8 for a given plant cel (17, 24) . That E8 is less than Ei is supported by studies on the visoelastic properties ofcell wall segments. When a constant stress is applied to a wall segment, initially, an almost instantaneous deformation occurs. This is then followed by further slower deformation or creep which can be reversible on removal of the stress (6, 17) . The same phenomenon occurs when strain is kept constant and stress relaxation is observed (15) . The instantaneous Young's modulus is therefore larger than the final equilibrium or stationary Young's modulus. It should be noted however that the value of the initial instantaneous Young's modulus can depend on how rapidly the strain or stress is applied (6, 15) . Haughton and Sellen (15) suggest that the instantaneous modulus could only be observed at times of I ms or less. This point should be seriously considered in measurements of Ei using the pressure probe.
